Möte med multimodalt material
Vilken roll spelar dyslexi för uppfattandet av text och bild?
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The aim of the thesis is to describe how two different groups of respondents, with and without dyslexia, experience and reproduce information from text and images compared with text only, and whether and in what way differences in representation effect their expressed understanding. An eye-tracking study based on assumptions from variation theory (contrasts need to be experienced to discern critical aspects of a phenomenon) was performed. The eye movements of 50 participants (mean age 23.8) were recorded while they were retrieving computer-based information and some participants were interviewed. Analysis was performed with a mixed methods approach, using statistical calculations of eye movement events, interpretations of eye movement patterns, oral answers, retention tests and interviews.

The thesis has its theoretical basis in variation theory, ‘the simple view of reading’, theories of multimodality and multimedia learning. The results show that the reading comprehension scores of participants with dyslexia decreased when pictures were present and that the control group inspected pictures earlier but also performed more transitions between text and image. The results highlight the impact of contrasts for discernment; meeting a non-expected picture leads to early inspection in both groups, giving a positive effect with regard to reading comprehension for the group with dyslexia. The design of the presented material thus played a significant role. Instructions in learning situations for how to efficiently process multimodal materials are thus crucial for people with dyslexia.